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D20 Clarlflcatlon: To convert old task difficulty levels to 
new ones, examine the old modification of the Skill Level and 
apply the same modification to the new system. For example, 
placing an explosive charge under the old system was an 
Easy task (roll versus 2xCornbat Engineering skill). Underthe 
020 system, a 2x roll is an Average difficulty level, therefore 
placing a dernollins charge under the D20 system is an 
Average task. 

Please note that combat-related tasks are a special case, 
and are discussed in the paragraph with the bold, in-text 
heading "Common Task Levels," which is under the "D20 
System: Task Difficulty Levels" major heading. 
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TWILIGHT: 2000lMERC: 2000 
REFEREE'S SCREEN 

This screen is intended to serve twofunctions: to provide 
the referee with a concise, convenient reference for the 
most needed charts during a game, and to give the referee 
something to hide secret diagrams, maps, die rolls, and so 
on from the players' eyes. 

As a secondary function, this screen and the booklet it 
contains represent a minor revision of the Twilight: 20001 
Merc: 2000 rules system. 

USING THIS SCREEN 
The center charts (pages 7-10 of this booklet) were 

intended to be removed by carefully prying up the staples 
with a butter knife or similar tool, removing the pages, and 
folding the staples down again. 

This screen was intended to be used in concert with photo- 
copies: Each player should have an individual character sheet, 
each vehicle in the party should be represented by its own 
photocopied sheet (preferablyfromoneof thevehiileguides, since 
these have check-off boxes to record fuel and ammunition expen- 
diture, combat damage, etc.) , stacked inorderof speed, sbwest on 
top. The referee shoukl make photocopies of animal encounters 
for the specific area of the campaign setting, plus any special 
scenario encounter charts, etc. 

Keeping track of combat phases is easier with a simple tech 
nique: Seat the players in order of their character's initiative rating. 
Use a D6 with the number of the cutrent phase turned upward to 
mark the phase, and set the die in front of the player or players 
whose initiative number equals the phase. 

At the beginning of each phase, the referee turns the die so 
that the number facing up is the number of the current combat 
phase. The die used should be a radically different color, size, 
or differentiated in some easily recognizable way from the 
other dice, to keep someone from picking it up and rolling it. 
One of the GDW staff uses a souvenir casino die, another 
uses a die that is 3"on a side. 

RULE CHANGES 
The main rule changes are associated with the shii from a D l  0 

system to D20. Afew other modifications have also been made. 

THE D20 SYSTEM 
It's remarkably easy to adapt the Twilight: 2000/Merc: 2000 

Dl 0 task system to a broader D20 system, while retaining its 
corrpatibility with weapon damages and task statements from 
previous materials. And doing so certainly enhances play. 
Players will notice, for instance, that the D20 allows for five 
distinctive task difficulty levels, compared to the basic three of 
the D l  0 system. Also, defaulting to controlling Attributes is 
much more satisfying with this new system, and it becomes 
possible to include a reasonable rule for automatic success 
and automatic failure. There are numerous other advantages 
that will become evident with play. 

The various tables in this booklet cover the changes 
necessary to adopt this new system, but a few notes of 
explanation are included here for clarity. 

D20 without D20s: The boxed version of the game in- 
cludes D l  Os, not D20s. If you have no D20s, simply roll a D l  0 
and a second die (number of sides is irrelevant as long as they 

are an even number), and add 10 to the result of the D l  0 if the 
result of the second die is even. Add nothing if the result of the 
second die is odd. An alternate method is to flip a coin for 
whether a particular D l0  roll gets 10 added to it (heads yes, 
tails no). All of these methods are a little clumsy, however, and 
we recommend that you get a few 20-sided dice (they are 
quite common in game and hobby shops). Don't throw out the 
DlOs that came with the game, however, you will still need 
them from time to time. 

D20 CHARACTER GENERATION CHANGES 
The rules that follow explain how to create the range of skill 

levels necessary for a D20 adaptation. 
Basic Attributes: Generate these as normally, per the 

basic game rules. 
Skill Levels: Generate all skill levels normally, but in 

addition record the total of the skill level and its controlling 
attribute. For example, a character with a STR of 9 and a 
Melee Combat (Unarmed) skill of 7 would record the skill as 
"Melee Combat (Unarmed) 711 6," the first being the skill level, 
and the second being the total of skill and attribute. 

Skill Tests: All skill tests are versus the total of skill and 
controlling attribute. 

Unskilled Tests: Characters may attempt to use skills for 
which they have no training, by making a test versus the 
controlling attribute alone, at one Difficulty Level higher than 
normal (i.e., an Easy test becomes Average, an Impossible 
test requires a roll versus '18th the Attribute, etc.). 

Attribute Tests: GMs should be careful in assigning Diffi- 
culty Levels for tests versus Attributes alone, as the range of 
numbers is still only 1 to 10. Note for example that Melee 
Combat Agility tests have been adjusted for this reason. 

Unarmed Combat Damage: Use only the basic skill level, 
not the total of attribute and skill, when multiplying times STR 
in the Unarmed Combat Damage formula. 

D20 SYSTEM COMBAT NOTES 
The following adaptations must be made when handling 

combat in the D20 system. 
Small Arms Performance Limit: Under the original Dl0 

system, a roll of 9 or 10 in direct fire combat results in a miss. 
When adapted to D20, the range becomes 17-20. 

D20 SYSTEM: TASK DIFFICULTY LEVELS 
Afew comments are worth making concerning the revised 

task difficulty levels for the D20 system. 
First, you will notice that Easy, Average, and Difficult tasks have 

effectively become one level lower in difficulty (Easy is now less 
than or equal to 4x skill, ratherthan merely 2). The purpose of this 
is to bring the task names more in line with what players would 
expect.That is, an averagecharacter (skill level 10 of a possible 20) 
will now succeed at an Average task virtually all the time (unless an 
Automatic Failure is rolled, see below). 

Auto SuccesslAuto Failure: Under the D20 system, a 
natural roll of 1 always succeeds, and a natural roll of 20 
always fails, regardless of skill level. This gives characters a 
small chance of success even at the absolute worst of times, 
and of failure even at the absolute best of times. Both of these 
are intellectually satisfying, and bring an element of tension to 
the simplest of situations. 
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Outstanding Success/Outstanding Failure: Note that Arms skill test to hit. Range considerations reduce the total 
under the D20 system, a roll of 10 points or more below the number of dice rolled in a burst, according to the existing 
target number results in an Outstanding Success, and a roll autofire rule. Characters my fire up to five bursts per turn, as 
of 10 points or more above the target number results in an limited by recoil and their own judgement. 
Outstanding Failure. Effects of these are decided by the 
referee unless specified by the rules. RADIO DETONATION OF EXPLOSIVES 

Common Task Levels: While tasks in general have be- Detonating explosive by radii is a risky business, not because 
come more easy for characters to accomplish under the D20 it is hardbutbecauseitissoeasy(someelectricalblastingcapscan 
system, combat tasks worked very well under the original D l  0 be accidently detonated by induced current from stray radii 
system. To maintain the same percentage chance of suc- signals, and must be specially shielded to prevent this). Rigging an 
cesses and failures in this area, then, the taskdifficulty names explosive to be radio-detonated requires an explosive charge, a 
are increased one level, as summarized on the appropriate standardelectricalblastingcap,andaradiodetonationreceiver(all 
Task Levels Tables. with the charge), plus a broadcast unit to send the required signal. 

The  task is Difficult: (Combat EngineeringeElec- 
tronics)+2 given proper equipment, Formidable: (Combat 
Engineering+Electronics) given improvised equipmerd." Ordinary failure means the charge does 

not detonate. Cafastrophic failure means the charge detonates 
prematurely (at atimedetermined by referee, at random if desired). 

OTHER RULES CHANGES AND ADDITIONS 'Irrprovising a radio detonation recewerortransmit- 
The remaining changes to the rules are more in the nature ter from a normal radio is a Difficult: (Combat En- 

of fine-tuning adjustments rather than substantive changes. ~ineering+Electronics)+2 task." 
The task becomesone level moredifficult without an electronics tool set. 

EXPLOSIVE ROUNDS The following items of equipment become available at the 
The following rule was included in the Heavy Weapons discretion of the referee: 

Handbook, and clears up a minor problem area in the rules. Radio-Detonation Receiver Unit: An electrical device which 
When a high explosive round (HE, HEAT, or one of the many enables an explosive charge to be detonated from a remote 

variations) his a living target, roll a number of D6s equal to the location via radio signal. The receiver and its associated broadcast 
round's penetration value or concussion value, whichever is unit are specially adapted to send and receive a coded signal to 
greater, and apply the entire damage rolled to the hi iocat'in that prevent accidental detonation by harmonics or by induction. 
received the irrpact. After this, roll normally for concussion and Additionof avoice recognitionchiptothecircuit( Difficult :Electron- 
fragmentation for everyone within the round's burst radius. ics) makes possible detonation by a single specificword or sound 

sent by the transmitter. The unit is about the size of a pack of 
RECOIL CHANGES chewing gum, andcontainsa ROM chip and a battery. It is attached 

The following changes are made to the recoil of certain to a normal electrical blasting cap. 
weapons: The unit may receive signals from up to one kilometer. Longer 

The recoil calculation formula used in the game did not take distances may be possible with units improvised from longer- 
into account the factthat certain weapon designs absorb more ranged radios. 
of a given round's recoil than others. In semiautomatic and Wt: Nil 
automatic weapons, some of the energy of recoil is absorbed Twilight: 2000 Price: $250 (-I-) 
into moving the breechblock and cocking the action for the Mere: 2000 Price: $250 (-I-) 
next cycle. In other weapons, such as revolvers or bolt action Radio-Detonation Broadcast Unit:An electricaldevicewhich 
rifles, the same size cartridge will have a greater felt recoil. enables a charge to be detonated from a remote location via radio 
This principal has been incorporated into the charts included signal. The broadcast unit is specially adapted to send a coded 
with this book, and they are to supersede all other ratings signaltopreventaccidentaldetonationofthechargebyhamnics 
charts. This recoil reduction applies only to semiautomatic or by induction. The unit may broadcast signals from up to one 
and fully automatic weapons. kilometer. Longerdistances may be possible with units improvised 

All SA weapons and weapons with a numerical ROF (fully from longer-ranged radios. 
automatic weapons) reduce their recoil rating by a number equal Wt: 0.3 kg 
to 10 percent of the recoil rating (rounded off to the nearest whole Twilight: 2000 Price: $350 (-I-) 
number). For example, a weapon with a recoil rating of 8 would be Mere: 2000 Price: $350 (-I-) 
reduced by 1 (1 OYoof 8 = 0.8, rounded to I) ,  aweaponwith a recoil 
rating of 18wouldbereducedby2 (loohof 18= 1.8, roundedto2), ENHANCED DAMAGE ROUNDS - OPTIONAL 
and a weapon with a recoil rating of 4would be reduced by0 These rounds include a broad class of small arms rounds 
of 4 = 0.4, rounded to 0). specially-designed to trade off penetration for increased tis- 

sue damage, usually by causing the round to widen, flatten, 
AUTOMATIC FIRE CHANGES andlor fragment. Special rounds include hollow-points, mer- 

To determine hits in a burst of fully-automatic fire, roll 1 D20 cury loads, reversed wadcutters, dum-dums, and a number of 
foreach round inagiven burst (thesizeof the burst is indicated proprietary designs too numerous to mention. Such rounds 
in the ROF column of the firing charts for a given weapon), are not suitable for military use (as they violate a number of 
treating each round fired as an Impossible ( i.e., ' 14 )  Small international accords and their inferior performance against 
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body armor makes them less suitable for most military firefights). 
The game effects of these rounds are as follows: 
Special rounds are available only at the referee's discretion, and only 

in calibers between .22LR and .45ACP. They weigh the same as normal 
rounds, andmstthesame.Availability is uptothe referee, butthey cannot 
be more common than the round they are based upon. 

Add 1 to Damage value of enhanced damage rounds, but add 2 
to the penetration value. When the penetration number equals or 
exceeds the modified damage number, it becomes Nil. For ex- 
ample:Astandard 7.62mmN rounds hasdamage of 4, and penetra- 
tion of 2-3-Nil. With enhanced damage rounds, the damage be- 
comes 5, and the penetration 4-Nil (2-3-Nil plus 2 becomes 4-5-Nil, 
but since5 equals thedamage, value, it becomes Nil). The round will 
do more damage, but is less effective against body armor. 

WEAPON EXPERTISE--OPTIONAL 
Expertise with a particular weapon can be gained through extensive 

practice. This rule may be implemented at the referee's discretion. 
Melee Weapons Expertise: During the character generation 

process, players may wish to pick a melee weapon as the object of 
their character's single-minded training and practice sessions. That 
weapon then becomes a sub-cascade of the Melee Combat (Armed) 
skill on their character sheet. The detriment to this is that Melee 
Combat (Armed) skill for other melee weapons will be considered 
half of the specialty weapon. The benefit is that the character may 
be able to do extra damage with the weapon. This damage is applied 
as an additional modifier to the damage roll for the weapon, and it 
is equal to the skill in the specific weapon, multiplied by the 
character's strength, and the result divided by 10 (rounded down). 
In equation format, the formula is: 

Damage Modifier = [Melee Combat (Armed: Weapon 
Speciality)xSTR]+l 0. 

Small Arms Expertise: Characters may specialize in a particular 
type of firearm. This specialization is indicated in a different manner 
from melee weapon expertise, and its benefit is not increased 
damage, nor is there a decrease in skill levels of Small Arms (Pistol) 
or (Rifle). Rather, the expertise is recorded with the weapon stats, 
in the equipment section of the record sheet; and the benefit is 
enhanced chances to hit, as detailed on the table below. The only 
detriment is expenditure of experience points (see Skill Improve- 
ment in the basic game) to "purchase" the enhancement, again as 
indicated on the table below: 

SMALL ARMS EXPERTISE 
Level XP Cost Auto Miss STR Bonus 

The"level"numberismerely amnvenient way of keepingtradcof what 
effects have been bought. The "XP Cost" is how many experience points 
must be spent to buy the enhancement (each level must be paid for 
separately). The "auto missn column indicates any change to the 
automatic miss rule for fire combat (see the basic game). The "STR 
bonus" column indicates effective additions to the firer's strength for 
purposes of withstanding the speciaky weapon's recoil. 

Examp1e:Vanna has astrength of 5, has a Small Arms (Rifle) skill 
of 10, and has spent 9 experience points to purchase a level I 
expertise with the AK-74. Her skill is listed as "Small Arms (Rifle) 10: 
AK-74, I." Her skill with all rifles, including AK-74% is 10, but she 
gains two benefits when firing an AK-74. First, if she fires with quick 
shots at a short range target and rolls a 9 and a 10, she will hit with 

the first (despite the auto miss rule) and miss with the second 
(despite her skill level). Second, her adjusted strength of 6 (5 plusthe 
expertise bonus of 1) is sufficient to handle the recoil for two shots 
with the AK-74. 

SCRATCH WOUNDS - OPTIONAL 
At the referee's discretion afourth level of wound severity may be 

implemented below slight wound: scratch wound. If one of a 
character's body parts has taken damage less than or equal to half 
its hit capacity (round down), it is "scratched" (as in "I'm OK, its only 
a scratch."). Scratch wounds mainly represent the initial shock of 
suddenly being hurt The first time that a character takes damage 
during combat, he loses his next action. Characters never suffer 
more than one lost action per day (24-hour period) for scratch 
wounds, regardless of how many they suffer in a combat. 

ADDITIONAL CAREER - CIVILIAN 
Nurse 

Entry: Education 5+ 
First Term Skills: The character receives the following skills 

in the first term: 
Medical 3 
Biology 1 
Chemistry 1 

Subsequent Term Skills: A total of 4 levels from any one or a 
combination of the following: 

Medical 
Biology . Chemistry 
Scrounging 
Instruction 
Persuasion 

Contacts: Two per term, business or medical. Roll 1 D l0  for 7+ 
for the contact to be foreign. 

Special: The first term is a combination of medical training and 
university classes. No secondary activity is allowed during this time. 
For each additional career period, however, nurses are allowed two 
secondary activities. In Twilight: 2000, when war breaks out, the 
character will receive a direct commission as a lieutenant in the 
medical corps. 

.CORRECTION: 100MM GUN 
The stats for the Soviet 1 OOmm gun were inadvertently left out of 

the Twilight: 2000 revision. They are: 

Type Round Rng Damage Pen 
IOOmm HVAPDS-T 350 26 70160150130 
Rld: 1 APHE 300 C:6, B:12 70C 

HEAT 250 C:4, B:10 60C 
WP 250 C:3, B:20 Nil 

1 OOmm HVAPDST: 
Wt: 25 kgs 
Price: $750 (-IR) 
1 OOmm APHE: 
Wt:21 kgs 
Price: $650 (-IS) 
100mm HEAT: 
Wt: 22 kg s 
Price: $650 (-1s) 
100mm WP: 
Wt: 1 8 kg s 
Price: $700 (-IS) 
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D20 CHARTS r----------------- r/mnere ------------------- 1 
I D2O SYSTEM: TASK DIFFICULTY LEVELS I 
I 

Level Roll (1 020) Unskllled Defaults: Characters may attempt tasks for which they I 
I 

Easy (skill lack relevant skill, at one difficulty level higher, rolling against the I 
I Average Controlling Attribute alone. Unskilled attempts at Impossible tasks are I 
I Difficult 

(Skill + rolled against one-eighth the Controlling Attribute of the missing skill I s Skill + Attribute 
I Formidable 

(round fractions down). Referees should feel free to albw automatic 

Impossible 
' IR* (Skill * Attribute) success (nodie roll required)foreverydaytasks in which acharaderhas I 

I 'I4* (Skill + Attribute) any relevant skill. There is no such thing as automatic success in a task I 
I Round fractions down. for which a PC has no relevant skill. I 
I Auto Success/Auto Fai1ure:A 1 D20 roll of 1 always succeeds, and a roll of 20 always fails, regardless of skill level I 
I (except in fire combat, where 17-20 always fails). 

Outstanding SuccessK)utstanding Fai1ure:A ID20 roll of 10 points or more below the target number results in an I 
I Outstanding Suxsss. A 1 D2O roll of 10 points or more above the target number results is an Outstanding Failure. I 
I Effects of these are decided by the referee. I 
L--,,,---------------------------------J 

UZU S Y S  I tM: GUMMUN I ASK SUMMAHY 
Combat Tasks 

Unarmed Melee: 
Attack Type Task Difficultv Skill Effect . . 
striate Difficult Melee Combat (Unarmed) Damage 
Block Formidable Melee Combat (Unarmed) Avoid StrikeILose Action 

Armed Melee: 

'*Must have an object to block with. 

Thrown Weapon: 
Effect 

Direct Fire Combat: 
Attack Tvm Task Difficultv Skill Effect 

Indirect Fire Combat: 
Attack Type Task Difficulty Skill Effect 

'Lower of firer's or forward observer's. Bonuses for repeated fire. ------------- ----- (.,,Here ---.------ --------- 1 
I Demolitions: 

Task Type Task DR~:ulty Skill Effect I 
Set Charge Average Combat Engineering Charge Readied 

Difficult (Combat Engineering+Electronics)+2 Charge Readied 
I 

Set Radio Charge 
Improvise Radio Detonator Difficult' (Combat Engineering+Electronics)+2 Detonator Improvised 

I 
'Beaomes Form'dabie wilhoul electronics tool set. I 

----------,----,-,-----,,--,------------J 
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REVISED SMALL ARMS (SEMI AND FULL AUTO) 
The recoil factors of semiautomatic and fully automatic weapons (from both the Twilight: 2000 2nd edition rules and Infantry Weapons 

of the World) have been adjusted, asdiscussed elsewhere in this booklet. Only the weapons whose recoil values have changed are listed 
here. All others remain the same. 

Pistols 
-Recoil- 

Wemon ROF Dam Pen Blk Maa SS Brs t Rna 

SMGs 
-Recoil- 

subsonic 5 1 Nil 314 15/30 1 3 30 
P4A-63 5 1 Nil 1 15/40 3 7 12 

0iW 6 1 NO1 3 1 5/40 2 3 $3 
Stechkin 5 1 Nil 1 20 5 12 12 

stock 5 1 Nil 3 20 3 7 20 

Rifles 
-Recoil- 

I FN-FNC 3 3 1 -MI 5 30 3 6 50 
G3 5 4 2-3-Nil 5 20 4 7 65 
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Settlement Size (1 Dl 0) 
Die Villaae Town City Major City 

Settlement Attitudes (1 D6) 
Die Attitude 

3 '>. . ' 0  ..-, >. ' . . , . ~ '  " * m* : 
2 Fr~ent j~v%tu i~ou 's  
3 ~r iend& & Curious 
4 Ooen to Contact 

8 Fria htened 

Armed 20% 10% 5% 5% 
Territory Die Roll Modifiers: 
+1, Organized, Devastated; +2, Anarchy, Dis- 

puted, Cantonment; +3, Insular, Terrorized. 
ALCOHOL OUTPUT 

Still Size l n ~ u t  Ou t~u t  - - .- 
Small Still 30 5 Settlement Crisis (1 Dl  0) 

Die Attitude Medium Still 80 35 
Large Still 3000 2400 

Input is in kilograms, output is in liters. 
4 Impending Attack 

FUEL ENERGY TABLE 
Fuel CM 
Gas 1 

8 Mechanic Needed 

Urban Government (1 D6) 
Die Attitude 

Wood 5 

2 Federated CM: Consumption multiplier 
3 Popular Council 
4 Corru~t Council FOOD CONSUMPTION 
6 Dictator 

Human 1.5 kg MRE or 
2 kg domestic or 
3 kg wild 

Horse 15 kg grain & 
qraze 8 hrs - 

Mule 10 kg grain h 
graze 8 hrs  Territory Die Roll Modifiers: 

+2, Independent; +3, Insular, Disputed; +4, Ter- 
rorized; +5, Anarchy. 

Ox qraze 8 hrs - 
Camel graze 8 hrs 
Elephant graze 8 hrs 

Urban Encounters (1 D6) 
Die NAVIGATION HAZARDS 

Die Result 
2 None None 
3 None None 
4 Patrol None 

riod lost pullinq it off. 

aae ~o in t s  larae. 
10 Mob Gana d 0 ., 

5 Huli damagd. Hole is 2D6 dam- 
age points large. 

6 Hull crushed. Vessel is grounded to Government Type Die Roll Modifiers: +1, Cor- 
rupt Council; +2, Captive, Anarchy. 

Settlement Sizs Die Roll Modifiers: +1, Town; 
+2, City: +3, Major City. 

avoid sinking. Cannot be refloated 
unless a large work crew and ves- 
sel are brought to the site. 
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***v ""1 1 , ,*, /marauder band (see ~ncounter Statistics 
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2ZAbandoned re~a i r  vard None - - 

" 2  n, 
, 
2 . .  41,: 

: *  Encounter Equipment ,*. n g C  4 .. 

1 AT missile Rapi ra-3 5-ton Tank Ammo Scrap metal ' 

I r~L...gi;!c*! ***a- ,#A"&" Bi $;g:3gj$gf@#wg,g - --Bi "*, ; ' ' 
- , -, "<:"es. +--- - --, -* 

.: <*, " i - * CL c :&C~*;& *: &, cv-r ;$;RF:&m*!!??;@p$g@fi , +,+,.*mr,%s,e* , ,, ,, ,- ,PV@WV@**.&@&.&*dd+?+,, 

3/4-ton Fuel 
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Animal Diseases 
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CONSOLIDATED HEAVY WEAPONS CHARTS 
These tables include all man-packed heavy weapons from the basic game and from the Heavy Weapons of the World. 

Rocket Launchers 
ROF Rld Rna Round Damaae Pen 

Large Caliber Guns (Antiaircraft Artillery) 

APHE 800 24 3512511 5 

HVAP 400 22 25120115 
HE 800 C:5, B:24 4C 

S-60 HET 1200 C:6,824 4C 
BPI 1260 22 20/10/511 

Round Rng Damage Pen 

HVAP 400 22 2512011 5 

APHE 300 C:6, B:12 70C 
HEAT 250 C:4, B:10 60C 
WP 250 C:3, B:20 Nil 

iowitzers 

IFR:26km HEAT 350 ~ : 2 0 :  B:28 l lOC 
Rld:2 WP 350 C:3, B:44 Nil 

CHEM 350 C:3, B:28 Nil 
ICM-DP - B:60 Grenade 

IFR:19km HEAT 350 C:8, B:12 80C 
Type 59 HET 1200 C:6, B:24 4C Rld:2 WP 300 C:3, B:44 Nil 

CHEM 300 C:3, B:28 Nil 
Large Caliber Guns (Antitank Artillery) ICM - B:60 Grenade . . 

%e ~ o u n d  Rnn Damaae Pen I1 ILUM - R.7000 Nil - , r  - . . . -. -2 - -- - 3 - . . ... 

D-48 APHE 606 C:5, B:10 50C 0-30 
HVAP 400 22 25120/4 5 

D-74 HE 300 C:16, B:28 1 C 
1FR:lSkm HEAT 300 C:10, B:20 1 OOC 
Rld; 1 WP 300 C:3, B:36 N.1 

CHFM 300 C.3 R.17 Nil - . . - . . . - - - - . - , - . . - . ... 
ICM - B:36 Grenade 
II 1 LJM - R.1500 Nil .. . ... 

M-1944 (AT) HVAPDS-7 350 26 70/60150/30 
APHE 300 C:6,8:12 7% 
HEAT 250 C:4, B:10 60C 
WP 250 C:3, B:20 Nil 

M-1946 HE 900 C:6, B:32 4C 
IFR:27km APHE 800 28 55/45/35/20 
Rldr2 WP 1000 C:6. B:32 Nil 

M-1976 HE 300 ~ : 2 4 ,  B:36 3C 
1FR:lQkm APHE 350 C:8,8:12 80C 
Rid2 WP 300 C:3, 5:44 Nil 

CHEM 300 C:3, 8:28 Nil 
ICM - B:60 Grenade 
lLLUh4 - 8:2000 Nil 

FH-70 HE 350 C:30. B:36 3C 
IFR:24km HEAT 350 C:20, B:28 11 OC 
Rld:2 WP 350 C:3, B:44 Nil 

CHEM 350 C:3, B:28 Nil 
ICMDP - B:60 Grenade 
ILLUM B:2000 Nil 
FASCAM - B:l24 Mine 

Rld:8 

Mortars 

WP - C:10; B:32 Nil IFR:4.5km WP C:2, B:20 Nil 
ILLUM - C:10, B:32 Nil ILLUM 5:lOOO Nil 

GDW 



1FR:Gkm WP C:3, B:36 Nil 
ILLUM B:1500 Nil 
CHEM C:3. B : l 2  Nil 

IFR.8km CHEM C:4, B:18 Nil 
m ca  B ~ B  -4s 
w a%%* Mil 
aLb,w MI 

M30 HE C:12, B:36 -2C 
1FR:Gkm WP C:3, 8:36 Nil 

ILLUM B:1500 Nil 
ICMDP B:36 Grenade 
CHEM C:3. B:12 Nil 

l ~ d : 6 k m  WP C:3, 8:36 Nil 
ILLUM B:1500 Nil 

IFR:40km CHEM - C:4, 8:30 Nil 
Rld:24 WP - C:4, B:46 Nil 

ICMDP - B:60 Grenadet 
FASCAM - B:124 Mine 

Single rocket from improvised launcher, 
t Use 203mm ICMDP atrack table on page 259 of Twilight: 2000. 

Special Mortar Rounds 

Antitank Missiles 
Type Rid Max. Rng Damage Pen 

: m w ; T 8 m - g g  3;i %x@e 
AT-3 "Sa ger" 2 3000 C:6, B:4 75C AT&imbpk;;2; :: ::2;yk: w @ ~ ~ $ ~ 4 w & j & & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~  
AT-7 "Saxhorn" 2 looO+., c : l 2 ,  ?1!2,23-_ ;g!?C 
~ # @ ~ # ~ p ~ $ ~ j ~ & $ : { ; ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ + $ ~ , $ ~ ~ $ ~ < @ $ & , ~ & f ~ ~ ; <  > <*j@$#j 
Dragon PIP , , 2 1000 C:12, B:12 135C @@@&g&q;:!: ; $j,$;$ :, 3,~$;jj,;$,$v~@$;j$$.;qj$&,&;~@$,~;; %;$@gjQ 
HOT 

e ,  < % % * * A  

2 4000 C:12 B:12 155C . ~ g m 4 f g ~ ~ f ~ T , ~ ~ t ~ 5 3 ; " ? c 2 ~ ~ + i s $ . " . ~ g ~ ~ ~ p ~ $ ~ ~ r " ~ :  ?::a#&@ - 9 3 ,  . 
'RBS-56 BILL 2 2000 C:8, B:8 130C 

Mines 
Damage Pen Hand Grenades 

r * o p p g q l $ : + p t e t i $  
#$?$?&*,(;$&, y*pg& g 2 ":. 

Rifle Grenades 

ICM Attack Data 
Multi~le Rocket Launchers W e a ~ o n  Close Adi. Conc Burst Pen 

Round Rna Damaoe Pen ,, - -. . .- . 

RPU-14 MRL HE - C:12, B:32 1C 
IFR:9.8km CHEM - C:4, B:24 Nil 
Rld: 1 0 WP - C:3, B:32 Nil 

WP-8 MRL HE - C:12, B:32 1 C 
IFR:9.8km CHEM - C:4, B:24 Nil 
Rld:8 WP - C:3, B:32 Nil 

Special Mortars 
Weapon ROF Mag Rng Ammo Damage Pen 
AM2 B9 5 3 200 HE C$,B28 -4C 

fFF?;3krn 200 MEDP C:7,3PO ISC 
200 WP C:2,820 Nil - ILLUM B:1000 Nit 
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Grenade Launchers 

HEDP C:3, B:12 4C 
CHEM C:l . B:4 Nil 
ILLUM B:I 00 Nil 

CHEM c : l :  B:4 Nil 

CHEM c:l; B:4 Nil 
ILLUM B:lOO Nil 

Larae Caliber Guns [Antiaircraft Autocannons) - 

Bofors L60 

bfa(.gk"?a * 8 

Breda L70 5 1 44 1200 APT 16 511 1-2 
HFT C 1  R ?  -6C . .- . 

:~$&gg~~p~gg~:~$g<<,~~::;:~:;;yg;~&@~;:$$;; ;., sf%bBT<$ %$.":*'""..a vli 2:1'%& * e- < : +, 3% 

,,,,,**? g:: *;~$E~~*~~\$$~:;::.~~~;,4;.:;&~:~ : +*>: 

,':"i?~*~*;i y ;  :" * " :?< p 4 , -  + ',., ..;; 
API 

;:>d* ,+A*w &,, -*:;:;"x,\* <, , - +* 
.&~P,?s+~~,;~~:  d:,F*eep, ; k g 2 2 ~ s : ~ g & + ~ ,  

, ,? *,,. 

API 
dfin H F C:l. 82 -8C .-- - . - -  

M.~TW~I I  . !? ~HOE) * r5a API m - 2  
750 I-E s 4$i*?" 

M-IQ?Q 5 1 OD 1200 APT 16 511 1-2 ,.. . --- - . - 
HFT C.1 R-7 -6C . .- . 

MdWf ', ,, & : i * '  - 7"50 API " w 2 i w - 2  
750. HE - +  *<4,g"&;- i p  4 

30 180D 450 API 10 31-21-5 M55 2013 

SLAP 8 1-1-2 

M76 OM 18 . 4a-J 4% ':- #&I2;i , * 31-21-5 
450 2342 -8C 

MI 67 60 1 OOOB 450 API 10 31-21-5 

14 GDW 



Tvoe 74 10 50D 1200 APT 16 511 1-2 - , r 
HET C:l, B:2 -6C 

TYW @3 10 tam WI APT 18 m HE e:r, es -8c 
ZN M W * Y  C21.132 -4s 

. . .  - ...... - . - y ~ @ ~ , $ j 9 ~ ~ g ~ g ~ ~ & ~  
. . . &*&$~$~fe?&,~2~?cEs+~~s9-4~$ t ..; ... - . ..* *:.A<*, .- ae&w L* ,a ,,. 

API 10 -241-6 

AA Missiles 
Missile Guidance Acc. Level 

@pgf*$q$,$g&?~&&&i:$&y~~,~~<;;;~;~ 
i?A*,L-*,,+*c -,a* **I\*^-'*. ,"̂, . . 

Recoilless Rifles 

5-1 1 1 2 800 HEAT C:6, B:12 75C 

.$p&eg$&g@f&, ' " "w''-'' ""Y'qp?'", *' 
HE C:6, B:16 

bp;-,+ ,,y,i+~-~eer,e, 
4C 

\,>,# 
. , \w *,,$I), *,,&S, q*w&@T@>&*p*w 

,q$$%&$ Ace; &@&,m@#$&$igAi ,&@>s:$"~~;gg~:g~$$~~#q~.$@g~,&@:@@*&&&$~*$,w \,\,A 

.\,= --, $--> 

c:4, 8:4 
$$$,%, 7$,y;Ttj22*$e>s*gpm; *, , :<,,-*;-. +**X$F>,,*eP&W 

708 
e**w$*%%~x@ 
. . a -  h.,rs\* s Yde+,* + , + a*, , - '??e 

M-59A 1 2 600 HEAT ~:4:%:4 45C 
HE c:4; B:20 1 C 

Ml8A ri% HEAT @:$ BAS w 
HE es, 824 

i ,. 2% 
WP C:$, 1324 M 

M20 1 2 300 HEAT C:4, B:16 -1 C 
HEPT C:4. B:4 20C -. - 

~ 2 7 ~ 1  r .I.p"-&p"d"d"d.+.i"* . .4 f $ fi r ;&+j* 62 m .  &T &@; n a *  m 
, * MErn w, It 4 s  

M40A1 1 2 300 HEAT C:6, B:12 80C 
HEPT c:6: By8 40C -, - - - - 

MW I *  * I!dpq.:,ay~ IQQ H&. 6n @38 7% 
HE h4.826 4C 

'. ,.8*,, " ' AEW C:4. €324 4&: 
SPG-9 1 2 200 HEAT C:6, B:16 75C 

HE C:6, B:24 4 C 
TYP 36 $ 8 !j;$$;fe; " 42% W T  CB, £33 6 8~ 

. ,f,"iP pkX: HE C:6,B24 a% 
W C:$, 824 Atrr 

Type 56 1 2 300 HEAT C:4, 5:16 -1 C 
Type 63 1 2 (%00 WAT C:4,9@ 4f$C 

M C:4, Bm 1 C 

Flame Projectors 
T v ~ e  ROF Rld Rno R o ~ ~ n d  Damaoe Pen 

Flamethrowers 
-Recoil- 

f $6-50 SP\ M 4 4 -sl C 
Damage by burning gasoline is covered on page 198 of Twilight: 2000. 
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NPC#: Wounds 
Experience: 0000000000 
Attr~butes: U O O O O U 0 0 0 0  
Skills: 
Initiative: In Weapon 
Weapon: 000 
Magazines: 0000000 00000 
Special: 000[10 
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Special: 00000 
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NPC#: Wounds 
Experience: 0000000000 
Attributes: 0000000000 
Skills: 
Initiative: In Weapon 
Weapon: 000 
Magazines: 0000000 000017 
Special: 00000 
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